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Abstract—Our study research is a survey of the most promising
Software As A Service Customer Relationship Management
platforms today using criteria most likely to predict financial
success, ranked in order of near-term profits. These platforms
are considered Business To Business services. SaaS Customer
Relationship Management systems bring more profit to com-
panies and greater incentives to their salespeople. The best-
in-class of these systems are accelerating their market share
because they use tools of Artificial Intelligence such as Machine
Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing to boost the
performance of business marketing departments. Recent growth
of these customer relationship management systems is a direct
result of innovations in Machine Learning and Natural Language
Processing by integration. With these Customer Relationship
Management systems, every customer-contacting software, IoT
sensor or person in the company that is providing services or
product to the client business is a data-collecting entity or report
providing entity of the system. Salesforce has become the market
lead by quickly buying up its competitors, warts and all, resulting
in awkward integration of features. Our research compares and
contrasts the Salesforce leader with competitors in hands-on
testing.

Index Terms—Software As A Service (SaaS), Customer Re-
lationship Management (CRM), Saleforce, Sesame, PipeDrive,
HubSpot, Engagebay, Nimble, Infor, Streak

I. INTRODUCTION

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software uses
generalized or specialized Artificial Intelligence (AI) to in-
crease the profitability of a relationship between a company
and those customers or clients that it provides goods or
services to. If one could imagine the whole of that relationship
as contained within this cube with red corners that is illustrated
at Figure 1. Each of the blue spheres contains a data point, a
touch point, where that company has a part of it giving support
or service to the relationship, and data can be collected at
that point represented by the blue sphere. Some of these blue
spheres are unnecessary, or trivial, to the entire relationship
- that is, they are an expense of time or money to either the
customer or the company, but that might not seem clear right
away.

Not all of the blue spheres are visible to the client, or to the
company representatives, in all cases. Each transaction in this
relationship may be defined by another, dynamically created,
cube.

Other blue spheres are totally essential to the financial
success of this relationship. The relationship itself is dynamic
- changing as market forces or other stakeholders influence it.

Fig. 1. A red-cornered Cube Representing All of The Data as blue spheres
in a Relationship between Customer and Company [1]

Fig. 2. Fastest Path To Convert to Win Profitability Transactions [2]

The path of ease, the shortest path to profitability, is the most
important part of this illustration. At first, we see only all of
this data bounded inside the relationship. Looking at Figure 2,
illustrating how this data is more valuable with the help of AI,
we see that there is an optimal path to profitability - that is, if
the sequence of blue spheres is navigated in the most efficient,
satisfying, and easy way, then, Eureka! we have a Supermind
[3] situation, where the computer (AI) and the people in the
company that support this relationship see how best to make
it work.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In an empirical Business Information survey research paper
done in 2009 [4], an assessment of the drivers of CRM soft-
ware platforms successfully predicted that the market would
grow. However, they did not anticipate in 2009 the signifi-
cant advances of Machine Learning that would change those
CRMs that adopted these new algorithms to great commercial
success.

In 2014, a decision strategy was published to help com-
panies figure out which CRM was best for them [5], but
it was limited to the open source software used for CRM,
and commercial and proprietary CRM software dominates the
market.



In 2021, Berrin Arzu Eren, in the paper “Determinants of
customer satisfaction in chatbot use: evidence from a banking
application in Turkey” surveyed 240 banking customers of a
bank in Turkey about their user experience with the bank’s
ChatBot, and found that their satisfaction with the ChatBot had
everything to do with their expectations and not very much to
do with the ChatBot’s actual performance [6].

Also in 2021, researcher Ree Chan Ho, in the paper “Chat-
bot for Online Customer Service: Customer Engagement in
the Era of Artificial Intelligence ” found that using ChatBots
at various customer touch-points improved customer relation-
ships [7].

A. Salesforce [8]

As of February 2021, Salesforce, the largest and fastest
growing Software as a Service (SaaS) Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) worldwide, has 54,000 total employees,
is the largest private employer in San Francisco, and has a mar-
ket capitalization of $218 billion. In January 2020, Salesforce
had 49,000 employees and a capitalization of $55.12 billion.
This explosive growth is puzzling to a computer scientist,
because their software is complex and buggy. About half of the
companies that adopt Salesforce find that within a year, half
of the employees have quit using it, and most who remain
users hate it [9]. Salesforce’s rapid growth is a result of its
quick purchase of its competition SaaS CRMs, resulting in
integration issues. Salesforce overcomes their challenges by
heavy marketing. A search on Indeed.com for Salesforce jobs
paying over $100K within 100 miles of NYC resulted in a
list of more than 5K job postings, most of which are at least
temporarily remote positions because of the pandemic. There
are alternatives to Salesforce that are much less costly and
perform many of the same functions.

Salesforce courses are available at low cost on Udemy. For
less than $10 one can take the Salesforce Administrator course
[10] to prepare (exam cost is $200, and/or the Salesforce
Developer Course [11] (which includes learning Salesforce’s
unique markup language, Apex). Salesforce offers a trial
version of its software (cloud version) that is totally free, to
learn with, and only becomes paid when converted to actual
use with a business. The tutor in the Udemy course explains
how to do this. Salesforce also offers their own free tutorials
on a website called “Trailhead” with lesson paths to lead the
user through the tutorials for their objectives.

B. Sesame [12]

Sesame is an example of a CRM that implements excellent
UI/UX, which HR Journal emphasizes is vital to employee
happiness. Keeping employees positive about the software they
must use improves profitability [9]. This is why UI/UX was
a criteria we decided was important to measure. For example,
in Figure 3 is a visual that helps the salesperson see the
quality of their calls in Sesame. As one can see, Sesame
has a basic looking interface. It has the ability to set up
as many users as a company desires. Once a user logs in
with their unique username and password, one is brought

to a the main screen where it is completely customize to
create tabs based on what the company needs. For example,
in figure 3 a company categorizes each lead depending on
the type of lead, lead source and a middle column where
users can manage their own database depending on where
they are in the sales cycle. Sesame gives users the ability
to look up certain leads with specific commands. It is very
simple to check off what type of lead it is, generate leads in
specific time zones, or by name. The commands which can
be either clicked in or entered manually is a X or =. For
specific names or time zones you use the /..e.. For example
and it will generate all of your leads besides the East Coast
leads. This is beneficial if a user is trying to call or contact
someone but the time zone is on lunch or after hours. They
can set callback times which can link to an Outlook or other
email applications depending on the operating system. This is
fantastic for staying organized. A user can get rid of leads
and that is filtered into the overall database to be used at
another time or to be deleted from the Sesame completely.
A unique feature for management is that they would have the
ability to assign new leads, set parameters on what a user can
and can’t do and be able to look up end of month metrics
that can be used to set goals and monitor their team. They
can also set up templates that link to the customers email
when inserted into the “email” field that is really customize
depending on what the company is trying to accomplish. It
takes about a couple of days to really grabs the functionality
of Sesame and start running your database. Sesame can really
be used for a majority of companies and organizations who
are in sales, client retention, marketing, mainly anything. The
cost are relatively inexpensive ranging from 79 to 499 dollars
respectively and comes with a manual for an administrator to
look over. Recently, when using Sesame, there was a mistake
with uploading a large number of leads at once. Sesame could
not handle it at all. Sesame crashed and was unusable until
the next day. This can be a big problem for larger companies
who want to upload a surplus of leads at once in any given
day. I would recommend this CRM for smaller start ups rather
then larger corporations.

Fig. 3. Quality Calls Report in Sesame [13]

C. Pipedrive [14]

Pipedrive is a CRM that helps visualize the sales work flow
from start to finish. In the beginning Contacts phase of the
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marketing relationship, as soon as the contact information is
input into the database, there is an option to activate a smart
algorithm that will fill in additional details about the contact
automatically as in Figure 4. Pipedrive has the capabilities of
keeping the database organized and structure which can be
beneficial to the workflow. This can be depicted with labels
such as “Hot, Warm, Cold” as well as a a customize pipeline
that can create timetables, goals and visually see where a
lead is potentially going. From there a user can schedule
follow ups and link calendar to either Pipedrive or other email
applications. A unique feature is the ability to see live metrics
that a company as well as the user can see the performance.
The overall performance of PipeDrive is seamless and very
easy to use. This CRM is a plug and play type for any type of
organization or company. They offer tutorial videos that are
easy to understand and learn fast. This is great for companies
who want to be capable of generating and uploading leads
day one of purchase. I would recommend PipeDrive to all
companies no matter what the size is. 6 PipeDrive is easy
to learn and affordable for any type of organization. Pricing
ranges from 12.50 - 99.00 dollars per account per users with
fully available customer service and chat box with a live
customer service representative.

Fig. 4. Activating Smart Contact Data Search
PipeDrive [15]

Contacts that have been made but not yet approached, are
highlighted in this splash page in Figure 5, as untouched.

D. HubSpot [17]

HubSpot was founded by Brian Halligan in June 2006 [18].
Currently, HubSpot has 4,225 total employees [19]. The

number of employees has been increasing each year by about
an average of 27.6% [19]. As of February 2021, HubSpot has a
capitalization of $24.32 billion, which has more than doubled
when compared to February 2020 [20]. In 2006, HubSpot
started with just 3 customers [21]. In 2021, HubSpot now has
over 100,000 customers in more than 120 countries [22]. This

Fig. 5. Seeing Untouched Opportunities in PipeDrive
[16]

Fig. 6. PipeDrive Metric Example [15]

Fig. 7. Seeing Detail Contacts Information in PipeDrive [15]

explosive growth is not surprising as their CRM is very easy to
use and has a very pleasant user interface. HubSpot has better
user reviews when compared to Salesforce [23]. A search on
Indeed.com for HubSpot jobs paying over $100K within 100
miles of NYC resulted in a list of more than 109 job postings.
Currently, many of the jobs posting offer remote positions.
However, this might soon change because the pandemic is
going to end soon. HubSpot offers its users a total of 20
different free certifications [24]. Certification courses offer free
educational videos and focus on different parts of the business.
Some certification focus on marketing while others focus on
sales. There are also different video courses on Udemy that
allow you to learn how to use HubSpot for as little as $12.99
[25].

Hubspot has a pleasant user interface. Compares to Sales-
force, it has a better review and easier to use. HubSpot offers a
free version. It features a great opportunity for SM companies
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Fig. 8. Seeing Detail Contacts Information in HubSpots [26]

to try out CRM by using it for free. They can get started
with free tools, and upgrade as they grow. HubSpot is easy
to use and provided free tutorials and certifications(Some of
these are only available to partners), see in Figure 10. Many
of the features are customizable. HubSpot acquired Motion AI
in 2017, a software platform that works to make it easy for
companies to build, deploy chatbots, and give their customers
a better interactive experience [27]. Chatbot has been deployed
in messaging application platforms such as Facebook Messen-
ger, WhatsApp, and WeChat. This means that customers don’t
have to expend the effort to jump to another platform, they
can just stay in their current preferred chat interface and talk
to the company and complete their tasks. Another benefit of
using Chatbot is that it allows transactions to happen anytime,
anywhere. There is no need to be limited by time, e.g.“business
hours”, location.

Fig. 9. Seeing Deal Page in HubSpots [28]

Fig. 10. HubSpots Tutorial [29]

E. EngageBay [30]

EngageBay is a CRM software that offers many features
with their free version. The free version offers over 1000 con-
tacts as shown in Figure 11, email marketing, auto responders,
social suite, live chat and so much more! Users will be able to
grow their business and upgrade as they grow. The paid version
is very affordable when compared to other competitors such
as HubSpot. EngageBay focuses on making its platform easy
to use. They offer free training online. The training offered
can be delivered via webinars, live online training, or using
their PDF documents.

Fig. 11. EngageBay Contacts [31]

Today, CRM softwares have to do more than just col-
lect static customer data such as customer demographic and
contact history. Today, customers are interacting with the
world via social media. Social CRM allows you to gain
more information and create a better connection with your
customers by interacting with them on Linked-In, Facebook
and other social platforms [32]. EngageBay offers a social
suite that lets you manage all social media platforms in one
place. EngageBay allows you to manage Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram and Linked-In all on one platform. By increasing
customer insight and engagement, social media is able to
increase profits for any company, no matter what sector [33].

A chatbot is a software program that uses natural language
to provide service to potential customers [34]. Chatbots offer a
way for businesses to automate contact with customers. They
offer a way for businesses to be available at any time of the day
for their customers [34]. Chatbots not only make customers
happier by offering a better customer experience, but they also
increase sales efficiency and make the business highly scalable
[35]. After investigating the features of EngageBay, we found
that they do not support chatbots. EngageBay does not offer
chatbots and they do not currently have any integration with
chatbots.

There are many advantages to using EngageBay. First, it
is cheap. Their most expensive package is less than sixty-
four dollars. Second, it is easy to use. There is absolutely
no programming experience required to use EngageBay. Its
user interface is clear and simple. Third, they offer free
training. EngageBay also offers a free trial which includes
many features that the competition does not offer, such as a
social suite and landing pages. The problem is that not many
companies use it. Thus, there are no job listings that require
experience in EngageBay that pay more than $100K / year in
the New York City area.
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Fig. 12. EngageBay Email Templates [31]

Fig. 13. EngageBay Landing Pages [31]

F. Infor [36]

Koch Industry being one of the fortune 500 companies
acquired Infor in April 2020 Infor-koch [37]. Infor is a leading
company in cloud software and management. One of the
products infor has to offer is its CRM software. The software
is very flexible in its design and architecture. It supports web
application and mobile environment in real time collaboration.
Multiple ways in which the software can be used makes it
a popular software in the SaaS market. The pricing of the
software comes up to around 65 USD per month per user.
So comparatively this is an expensive software. Mid-sized
companies tend to choose a much cheaper version with the
same features. But not to forget, infor is a quality product
with great support from their team in case of trouble shooting.
This is one thing that a company must look at before choosing
a CRM which is the support. This product has a couple of
services related to support such as customer service analyst
and customer support tracking which very few companies has
to offer. Infor as a company has a very strong cloudsuite which
enables collaboration and maintenance very easy. The suite
handles all the end to end operation of the software including
requests, responses and maintenance. There are some cons of
the software too. This CRM doesn’t have a live chat. In case a
user has an issue, he needs to raise a ticket and the official will
get back to the user after he has analyzed the problem. This
can be sometimes time consuming and overall the process is a
bit slow. Some other CRMs have live support which resolves
any issues faced by the customer in a very reasonable amount
of time.

G. Nimble [38]

Nimble is another competitive CRM software which is used
by SML companies. This company offers a free trail of the

software where the users can get a feel of how the software
can be when the user starts using it. The key features of this
software is that it is user friendly, auto-setup based on the
user requirements, makes team-tracking easy and many more.
This business model is a subscription based model Nimble-
review [39]. A company can buy any number of licenses.
Additionally, the company charges its users a sum of 15USD
for installation. Nimble had its recent round of investments
from GV and Racidal Investments LLC. Nimble-investment
[40]. This shows that SaaS is growing and there is huge
demand of CRM softwares.

Fig. 14. UI of Nimble CRM software
[41]

H. Streak [42]

Streak is a CRM that is meant to be built right into the
user’s GMAIL account. This is so that the user can minimize
switching between apps which is illustrated in Fig 15. Streak
can be used for all different types of business needs. Whether
you need it for fundraisers, sales, projects, hiring, support, or
real estate, Streak can be used for all of those. This is done by
simplifying the UI into a spreadsheet. Emails can be added to
the spreadsheet and labels can be added in order to keep track
of all these emails. The biggest benefit that comes with streak
is that it limits the need to switch apps. The CRM is built right
into gmail. This makes working with the CRM more efficient
because switching between an email application and a CRM
application has been eliminated. Work becomes more efficient
with this benefit. One of the downsides to using streak is that
it adds a bit of clutter to your emails. If you’re someone who
has an excessive amount of emails that need to be checked at
every moment, then you might be adding more to the clutter.
The user may get overwhelmed from constantly checking the
plugin while also maintaining their emails. The UI becomes
cluttered as more emails come in and as more contacts are
being added. Another downside is that it is a bit confusing at
first to get used to. You have to know what exactly how you
want to organize the emails and what contacts you may want
to import. Doing this may also add to clutter as you constantly
check emails and the CRM itself.
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Fig. 15. GMAIL with Streak
[43]

CRM COST EASE JOBS in NYC Salary
Salesforce High Difficult 5,000+ >$100K

Nimble Low Hard 362 >$100K
Hubspot Low Easy 109 >$100K
Pipedrive Low Easy 3 >$100K

Streak Low Easy 5 >$100K
Sesame Low Easy 4 >$100K

Infor Low Hard 1 >$100K
EngageBay Low Easy zero >$100K

TABLE I
CRITERIA EVALUATION

I. LucidWorks [44]

This research team became aware of LucidWorks as it is
in the portfolio of a Venture Capital firm, Sixth Street [45],
that recently presented in the Pace Career Services Employer
Spotlight. The job recruiters for the VC are unaware of the core
service of LucidWorks, a SaaS CRM which is HR intensive,
and this opens up an opportunity for us to see if we might
approach the technology experts in Sixth Street to possibly
join us in our research. A good VC also gives business advice
to their portfolio, and if LucidWorks is worth their investment,
they might also find it is good to deploy in their own company,
Sixth Street.

III. METHODOLOGY

The study included a hands on testing by becoming familiar
with each of the CRM platforms and then conducting contests
in order to see test each CRM’s capabilities with the creation
of a ChatBot as well as showcasing workflow. We will be
scoring each contest on a time limit format of 10 minutes for
each of these task. If a certain CRM is under the time limit
they will pass our test. If not then that particular CRM fails.
In the amount of time we have left on this project, we plan
to conduct more test to confirm that HubSpot is in the lead.
We will also be creating a ChatBot from scratch to present to
Pace University.

IV. EVALUATION CRITERIA

This Project requires a table of criteria such as in Table I, in
order to show the score the CRM systems in order of best to
worst, and we drop off the very worst as not worth any more
study.

A. Our Blog at https://easychan2019.blogspot.com

Results of our hands-on testing and the records of our initial
experiences using the CRM software was posted on a blog at
Figure 16 that team member Xinchen Yi built. For our “Code
Contest” we made videos showing how quickly we could build
a ChatBot and integrate it into a workflow, such as at Figure 17
Each team member worked with a CRM software and prepared
themselves for the Code Contest in advance. The test scenario
was this: your supervisor asks you to create a new ChatBot,
deploy it, and integrate it into the employee workflow so that
different sales leads can be assigned “owners” to follow-up
on them. For the Hubspot software, the company only offered
a two-week free trial, however, when shown our blog in an
email, they extended the free trial for us, saying that we were
“cool”.

B. Our COVID-19 website:
https://covid19-tracker-a81b3.web.app

A ChatBot from PipeDrive was created from scratch and
placed it on our website created by team member Sriram
Rakshith Kolar. This website depicts a live feed on the number
of COVID-19 cases around the world. What the ChatBot is
used for is to give the user access to regulation for traveling
to a certain country. For this example we used the traveling
regulations to China as well as the United States. For individ-
uals looking to travel for business this is vital when and where
they would have to get tested in order to travel safety. This
is the future the world will be apart of for a post COVID-19
world.

Fig. 16. Blog [46]

V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A “Coding Test” was performed that has the following
criteria. Each member will create a ChatBot that links to their
CRM, show its capabilities as well as show how many hours
it took to develop this on our team 6 website. From there
each members will show workflow, meaning uploading a excel
sheet into the CRM, assigning leads to team members as well
as showing the functionality of each CRM. We have given our
team 10 minutes in order to accomplish both of these task and
the results were depicted in a desktop screen recording video
showing the end time. The URLs to the results recordings of
our contest were posted in our blog.
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Fig. 17. PipeDrive Testing Report in our Blog [16]

CRM Score
HubSpot 5 Minutes and 44 Seconds [47]
PipeDrive 6 Minutes and 9 Seconds [48]
Streak 8 Minutes and 20 Seconds [49]
SalesForce 32 Total Hours [50]

TABLE II
SCORING TABLE

A. ChatBot and Workflow Creation

• SalesForce: Not Functional as of now.
• PipeDrive: Easy to use to show leads and assigning them.
• HubSpot: Easy to use to show leads and assigning them.
• Streak: Easy to use to show leads and assigning them.

B. Scoring

Each coding test was documented with a video screen
recording, the URLs to each hands-on test are listed in our
References. We can see the score of each CRM in Table II.

VI. SUMMARY

The initial results for the “Coding Test” are as follows.
PipeDrive was able to complete the task in six minutes and
nine seconds. Hubspot was able to complete the task in four
minutes and thirty seconds. Streak was able to complete the
task in eight minutes and twenty seconds. SalesForce is still
not operating its ChatBot function or its workflow. Our team
has worked on this Salesforce CRM for 32 total hours. We are
only able to show the ChatBot functionality in preview mode,
not integrated into our blog website. SalesForce failed our
“Coding Test” as PipeDrive, Hubspot and Streak passed with
impressive times well under the ten minute mark. We will be
continuing to attempt to integrate the Salesforce snippet code
on our website to see its full capabilities, and when we are
able to accomplish this, we will be featuring our top CRM on
the same website as SalesForce.

VII. FUTURE RESEARCH:

In order to successfully predict the market and next develop-
ments of SaaS CRM with the information found and explained
in this paper, we really must concentrate on cracking the
difficulties of the user experience in Salesforce Administration

in order to give it a fair evaluation against its competitors.
Currently, Salesforce’s strategy is to purchase its smaller
competitors and adopt their advantages. However, this has
made Salesforce difficult to use as the integration of the
software of so many smaller companies is not flowing well.
Their website for in-app learning, Trailhead, conflicts in its
information with the current version of Salesforce, so that
following along in the lesson for a bot or for workflow is
not bug free. Additionally, the desire of Salesforce to promote
its Artificial Intelligence means that a simple ChatBot is
not possible. Instead, many manual inputs are required that
anticipate the intent of a customer arriving at the marketing
website, in order to start the AI in a place from which it can
start to train, based on the responses of real customers with the
ChatBot after it has been created. This is not necessary with
the competitor CRMs of Streak, PipeDrive, or Hubspot, as they
give the most common needs of the website visitors upfront
in a simple way to add: such as “check my order” or “make
an appointment”. These competitors are lightweight in terms
of labor hours spent learning how to use them. Salesforce is a
significant investment in learning time, and then, a significant
time spent in creating a simple ChatBot to work with a
Workflow. Also, Workflow in Salesforce demands a priority
system, so that Leads are weighted. Without weighted leads,
the workflow does not deploy. The other systems competing
with Salesforce allow the users, within the company, to select
their leads from the list they are owners of, or transfer a lead to
another employee. This human decision making is faster. Our
initial impression is that Salesforce will fail in the future by
becoming overcome by one of its competitors who is easier to
learn. That competitor would swiftly take over if it integrated
AI in a seamless way without demanding manual data input
from the users through several screens. Companies would
purchase the competitor because it would not require hiring
full time Salesforce Developers and Salesforce Administrators
to manage the system.
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APPENDIX

PROJECT MANAGEMENT MATERIAL

A. Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)

The Project Leader set up a Project Evaluation and Review
Technique (PERT) chart for the team, which is a visual project
management tool used to map out and track the tasks and
timelines. This project’s PERT diagram, at Figure 18 tracks the
progress of the critical path. Of the 9-10 different software’s
evaluated, only one is necessary for the critical path, if it is
the absolute best of class. As shown in the PERT diagram, the
Project leader divided the workflow evenly with half the team
working on the top decided CRMs, the other will be evaluating
less commonly used CRMs. We will compare and contrast
the CRMs in order to find a suitable alternative, reliable and
cost effective CRM that rallies against SalesForce. Our first
test will be a ”Coding Test” where our team will test their
CRMs in creating a ChatBot for our website, and showing
workflow/functionality. In showing this first test, we will see
how easy the software is to use and how quickly and accessible
the software is for the user. There will be a time limit for this
first task of ten minutes to complete.

B. Trello KanBan

This Project requires a way of keeping track of who is on
what task asynchronously across time zones of Mumbia, India
and New York. The Project Leader set up Trello [51] for task
management as seen in Figure 19.

C. Team Communication with WhatsApp

For an Agile style sprint support, project leader created a
team 6 unique WhatsApp group, see Figure 20 for messaging
communications. The WhatsApp features mean that it works
in both India and the United States seamlessly and without
additional overseas communication costs.

D. Extreme Programming (XP)

This survey research does involve programming, but not
coding in a language such as C or Python. The Agile prac-
tices described in Extreme programming (XP) software de-
velopment methodology used to implement software projects
have been modified to suit this topic. Pair programming, in
particular, is utilized by this team.

E. Agile StandUp

The team members navigated a self-governed Agile-style
Daily Stand-Up meeting, self directed, where each team mem-
ber asks themselves three questions and communicates the
answers to question 3 with the team on WhatsApp.
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Fig. 18. Project PERT Chart

Fig. 19. Trello Workflow

F. Extreme Programming (XP)

This survey research does involve programming, but not
extensive coding in a language. The Software as a Service
platforms do not require coding to deploy chatbots or use
workflow. Chatbots can be built from scratch using Juypter
Notebooks in Python 3.0 language and we explored this
option. The Agile practices described in Extreme programming
(XP) software development methodology used to implement
software projects have been modified to suit this topic. Pair
programming, in particular, is utilized by this team, to become
quickly proficient in each of the CRM platforms tested and
troubleshoot implementations.

h!]

Fig. 20. WhatsApp Team Communication
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Fig. 21. Example of our First Agile StandUp Meeting
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